Resolution 21-039(S) includes the addition of amending Rule 12 to add a monthly permit for day use parking (Ramps 1-4): $100.

This was approved by the Port and Harbor Advisory Commission at their May 26th regular meeting, and except of their minutes is included. The full draft is available online.

STOCKBURGER/ULMER MOVED TO ADD TO THE FEE SCHEDULE A SHORTER MONTHLY PASS FOR $100, WITH THE FULL SEASON PASS TO REMAIN AT $250.

There was discussion on the fee amount, if a discount on vehicle parking passes should be offered to reserved moorage lessees, and possibly limit the number of passes sold later down the line. Harbor staff recommended to not change anything to the parking policies or fees until after HDR Engineering finishes their Homer Spit parking study, and then the PHC could make changes as part of a bigger parking plan.

VOTE: NON-OBJECTION: UNANIMOUS CONSENT.

Motion carried.